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ABSTRACT
Non-monotoni features of rotation urves, and also the related gravitational eets
typial of thin disks  like bakward-reation or ampliation of rotation by negative
surfae density gradients  whih are harateristi imprints of disk-like mass distri-
butions, are disussed in the axisymmetri thin disk model. The inuene of the data
uto in rotational veloity measurements on the determination of the mass distribu-
tion in attened galaxies is studied.
It has also been found that the baryoni matter distribution in the spiral galaxy
NGC 5475, obtained in the axisymmetri thin disk approximation, aounts for the
rotation urve of the galaxy. To obtain these results, the iteration method developed
reently by the authors has been applied.
Key words: gravitation: disk model, galaxies: kinematis and dynamis, individual:
NGC 5475, mass funtion
1 INTRODUCTION
The analysis of rotation urves provides the most reliable
means for asertaining at least the gross distribution of grav-
itating matter within spiral galaxies, as Alar Toomre pointed
out (Toomre 1963). In the same paper Toomre formulated
a omplete mathematial model of an axisymmetri and in-
nitely thin disk rotating under its own gravity. The model
oers a tool for determining the equilibrium mass distribu-
tion diretly from the rotation law of a highly attened sys-
tem, suh as a spiral galaxy. It is assumed in the framework
of the model, that orbits of stars, gas, et., are irular, and
that gravitational fores are balaned solely by entrifugal
fores; the eet of pressure is thus ignored. A few years ear-
lier, following the work reported by (Burbidge at al. 1959),
Brandt disussed less general situation of a very attened
system regarded as an assembly of osulating homoeoids
ompressed to a irular disk (Brandt 1960). All these papers
followed many other pioneering ones referred to in (Brandt
1960).
The ustomary parametri few-omponent models re-
late the mass distribution of baryoni matter mainly to lu-
minosity measurements. The obtained amount of luminous
mass is usually insuient to aount for the observed ro-
tation of galaxies and a massive spherial dark halo is in-
trodued as a remedy for the missing mass. The thin disk
model with the surfae mass density reonstruted mainly
from rotation urves performs very well with strongly non-
monotoni rotation urves, whereas the ustomary models
have diulties in explaining them. The thin disk model an
easily aount for high loal gradients of rotational veloity,
typially giving a lower total mass. In an extreme example,
the rotational veloity of an outer galati region, falling o
faster than Keplerian, annot be explained by the presene
of a massive spherially symmetri halo. However, suh a
feature may be explained using a attened mass distribu-
tion with a suitably hanging mass prole.
The major diulty in the pratial use of the disk
model lies with unambiguous mass density reonstrution.
Unlike for spherial symmetry, the density depends on the
assumed extrapolation of the rotation urve beyond the last
measurement point (referred to in this paper as the 'ut-
o radius'). This is a onsequene of the nonloal relation
between the surfae density and the rotational veloity of
a disk-like system. For a reliable reonstrution of the disk
surfae density, the rotation urve has to be known globally
(whih, for observational reasons, is impossible) or at least
out to its Keplerian fallo.
1
Therefore, the veloity mea-
surements must be supplemented with independent data in
order to onstrain the sought mass distribution. This may
be ahieved, for example, by taking into aount the amount
of hydrogen measured in the outermost galati regions as
was done in (Jaªoha at al. 2008).
Mass estimates of spiral galaxies are strongly model-
dependent. Rotational veloities, when interpreted in a
spherial dark halo model, may greatly overestimate gala-
ti masses as ompared to the disk model. It is thus im-
portant to onsider a phenomenologially aeptable model
that gives a lower limit to the mass. The thin disk model
may serve as suh a referene model.
1
Sofue & Rubin (2001) report on galaxies with Keplerian rota-
tion urves at large radii
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NGC 4736 is an example of a spiral galaxy with a ro-
tation urve of whih outer parts annot be satisfatorily
reonstruted when a spherial halo is assumed. By a sim-
ple examination one nds that in the irular orbit approx-
imation, the rotation urve of this galaxy annot be reated
by a spherial matter distribution. By applying the thin disk
model, with no onstraining assumptions about the mass-to-
light ratio prole, one an nd a mass prole in this galaxy
that perfetly onforms with its rotation urve, and agrees
with the amount of hydrogen observed at large radii, beyond
the uto radius (Jaªoha at al. 2008). Only insigniant (if
any) amount of dark matter is required, whereas the ustom-
ary models predit the galaxy to be dark matter dominated.
In this paper we report also on another spiral galaxy, NGC
5457, in whih the amount of baryoni matter found in the
disk model aounts for this galaxy rotation.
1.1 The global thin disk model as a means of
relating the rotation law to a mass
distribution
The main objetion against the use of the axisymmetri thin
disk as a model of a spiral galaxy, is its instability with too
short time sale (Toomre 1964; Ostriker & Peebles 1973).
The simplest way to stabilize suh a system is to add a suf-
iently strong spherially symmetri potential. This is usu-
ally done by introduing a massive spherial halo of dark
matter, whih is believed to surround spiral galaxies. How-
ever, it should be noted that the galati interior, irrespe-
tively of its struture, produes at radii suiently large
almost spherially symmetri potential that may stabilize
the external irular orbits.
Putting the stability issue aside, the disk model is still
useful for approximate desription of the gravitational eld
of a attened galaxy. Suppose that the rotation urve of suh
a galaxy represents the veloity of the streaming motion of
matter rotating on roughly irular orbits in the galati
disk. The disk model assoiates with this rotation urve a
formal surfae mass density that may be onsidered as an ap-
proximation of the olumn density of matter in this galaxy.
To ensure its appliability, we use the model only for de-
sribing galaxies with rotation urves breaking the ondi-
tion of spherial mass distribution at large distanes from
their enters. We assume that this non-spheriity an be at-
tributed to attening of these galaxies. In these regions we
therefore expet the disk model to better reet the oblate-
ness of suh galaxies than the models with massive spherial
halo. What's more, the ustomary rotation urve modeling
already assumes a resultant thin disk surfae density as a su-
perposition of the stellar disk omponent's surfae density
and of the olumn density of the spherial bulge ompo-
nent projeted onto the thin disk's plane. Based on these
premises the use of the single global thin disk for modeling
the whole mass distribution in a attened galaxy seems jus-
tied. The only new qualitative thing is that the eetive
disk beomes extended further out to the outer part in the
ase when the spheriity ondition is broken there, that is,
when the massive spherial halo annot be introdued.
2 THE SPHERICITY PROBLEM
The veloity of test bodies moving on irular orbits in
the equatorial plane of a spherially symmetri mass dis-
tribution with a mass funtion M(r) is given by v(r) =√
GM(r)/r. By analogy with this relation we dene the
Keplerian mass funtion r v2(r)/G of a galaxy with a rota-
tion urve v(r). For a galaxy with a massive spherial CDM
halo, the Keplerian mass funtion, at least for large radii,
should agree with the true mass funtion of the galaxy.
Keplerian mass funtions of some spiral galaxies deline
or are non-monotoni in their outer parts, suggesting the
presene of an extended, attened and massive subsystem
in these galaxies rather than a spherial one. The spheri-
al dark halo may be exluded in favor of a large attened
subsystem if the spheriity ondition 
for all r :
(
r v2(r)
)
′
> 0 (1)
 is broken at larger radii (beyond the entral bulge). In this
ase the global disk model seems more appropriate for re-
onstrution of the mass distribution. Note, that the entral
spherial bulge may be represented by a olumn mass den-
sity in the disk plane sine the details of the internal mass
distribution are not very important for the determination of
the gravitational eld in the distant regions, thus the use of
the disk model in the entral regions is also aeptable.
Sine there are many examples of disk-like mass ongu-
rations with their rotation laws satisfying the spheriity on-
dition (1), violation of the ondition at larger radii provides
a strong argument for the presene of an extended attened
omponent and against a signiant spherial halo. For ex-
ample, the Toomre thin disk of unit mass with the surfae
mass density σ(x) = (1 + x2)−3/2/ (2pi) (x is a dimension-
less radius in ylindrial oordinates), rotates dierentially
with veloity v(x) = x
(
1 + x2
)
−3/4
(Toomre 1963), hene(
xv2(x)
)
′
= 3x2
(
1 + x2
)
−5/2
> 0. As so, a spherially sym-
metri mass distribution is possible with the same rotation
urve. In the approximation of irular orbits, the spheri-
ity ondition is thus neessary, although not suient, for
the presene of an extended and dominating spherial halo.
Figure 1 shows two rotation urves that break inequality (1)
at large radii.
3 ROTATION IN THE GRAVITATIONAL
FIELD OF AN AXISYMMETRIC FLAT DISK
3.1 Basi equations
Rotational veloity v(ρ) of irular motion of a test body
around the symmetry axis and in the symmetry plane of the
gravitational eld of an axisymmetri thin disk is related to
the disk's surfae mass density σ(ρ) by
v2(ρ)
4Gρ
= P
 ρ∫
0
σ(χ)
χE
(
χ
ρ
)
ρ2 − χ2 dχ
−
∞∫
ρ
σ(χ)
(
χ2E
(
ρ
χ
)
ρ (χ2 − ρ2) −
K
(
ρ
χ
)
ρ
)
dχ
 , (2)
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a) b)
Figure 1. The upper plots show rotation urves of spiral galaxies a) NGC1808 and b) NGC4736. The lower plots show the orresponding
Keplerian mass funtions dened in the text. The unusual behavior of these funtions (a mass funtion should be nondereasing) suggests
that matter distribution in these galaxies may be dominated by an extended and attened galati subsystem.
see appendix A.
2
The above integral exists in the 'prini-
pal value' sense, hene the P symbol. The seond part of
the integral desribes the bakward interation eet typi-
al for disks  the veloity of rotation on a irular orbit is
inuened also by matter present outside the orbit. Gravi-
tation of disks is therefore qualitatively dierent from that
of spherially symmetri systems. Note, that for arbitrary
σ > 0, integral (2) may attain negative values at some radii.
For suh radii irular orbits are impossible.
The formal inverse of (2) reads
σ(ρ) =
1
pi2G
P
 ρ∫
0
v2(χ)
(
K
(
χ
ρ
)
ρ χ
− ρ
χ
E
(
χ
ρ
)
ρ2 − χ2
)
dχ
+
∞∫
ρ
v2(χ)
E
(
ρ
χ
)
χ2 − ρ2 dχ
 . (3)
This integral exists if lim
ρ→0
ρ v(ρ) = 0, however in its deriva-
tion more stringent assumptions were imposed on v(ρ) (see
appendix A).
2 ρ is the radial variable in ylindrial oordinates and K and
E are omplete ellipti funtions of the rst and seond kind,
(Ryzhik & Gradstein 1951)
K(κ) =
π/2∫
0
dφ√
1− κ2 sin2 φ
, E(κ) =
π/2∫
0
dφ
√
1− κ2 sin2 φ
In the approximation of old, irular streaming mo-
tion, relation (3) may be regarded as the denition of an
eetive surfae mass density orresponding to the rotation
urve of a attened disk-like galaxy. However, the answer
to the question how aurately the resulting gravitational
potential approximates the true one in this galaxy, would
require separate studies, whih are outside the sope of this
paper. Nevertheless, it is still interesting to nd out whether
the eetive surfae density, that by onstrution aounts
for the galaxy rotation, would also be onsistent with other
observational data available for the galaxy. Suh a proe-
dure led to onsistent results for the galaxy NGC 4736 in
(Jaªoha at al. 2008) and for the galaxy NGC 5457 in this
paper.
Another relation between the rotation veloity and the
orresponding surfae density is (Toomre 1963)
σ˜(ρ) =
1
pi2G
P
 ρ∫
0
dv2(χ)
dχ
· 1
ρ
K
(
χ
ρ
)
dχ
+
∞∫
ρ
dv2(χ)
dχ
· 1
χ
K
(
ρ
χ
)
dχ
 , (4)
where again P denotes a prinipal value integral. This for-
mula beame popular mainly thanks to the handbook by
Binney & Tremaine (1987). Provided limρ→0 v
2(ρ)→ 0, for-
mulas (3) and (4) are equivalent σ(ρ) ≡ σ˜(ρ) unless integra-
tion gets ut o at a nite radius. However, the disadvantage
in the pratial use of the formula (4) is that it ontains the
rst derivative of v2(ρ) whih is subjet to high observa-
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tional errors that substantially enlarge the unertainties in
the determination of the surfae density.
3.1.1 An example
To see how the basi equations of disk model work, we may
apply them to the most familiar example provided by the
Mestel disk.
3
Let σ(ρ) = M
2π a ρ
be the disk surfae density.
On substituting χ = xρ and χ = x−1ρ, respetively, in the
rst and in the seond integral in (2), we obtain
v2(ρ)
4Gρ
=
M
2pi a ρ
×

1∫
0
(1 + x)K(x)− E(x)
x(1 + x)
dx =
pi
2
 ,
that is, the rotational veloity is onstant: v2(ρ) = GM
a
.
Reversely, for a onstant veloity vo =
GM
a
, we obtain from
(3), by similar substitutions as before,
σ (ρ) =
v2o
pi2Gρ
1∫
0
(1 + x)K(x)− E(x)
x(1 + x)
dx =
v2o
2pi Gρ
=
M
2piaρ
.
The textbook equation (4) annot be used for Mestel disk
diretly, sine its rotation urve violates the requirement
lim
ρ→0
v(ρ) = 0 (otherwise, one would onlude that a disk ro-
tating with onstant veloity has vanishing surfae density).
However, if we write v2(ρ) = v2oΘ(ρ− ε) with small ε > 0,
where Θ stands for the unit step funtion, then v2′(ρ) =
v2oδ(ρ− ε), and now we obtain from (4) σ(ρ) = v
2
o
K(ε/ρ)
π2Gρ
. In
the limit ε → 0 we obtain the orret result σ(ρ) = v2o
2π Gρ
for ρ > 0, sine K(0) = π
2
. Again the formula (3) has proved
more advantageous than the textbook formula (4).
3.2 Some onsequenes of the nonloal
orrespondene between σ and v
Rotational veloities of disks may attain high values in the
regions where the surfae mass density dereases rapidly,
and an be muh larger than rotational veloities of spher-
ially symmetri matter ongurations of the same internal
mass. To illustrate this, let us onsider a sequene of unit
mass disks with the surfae mass densities
σn(x) =
3 + n
2pi(n− 1)
(
2− (n+ 1)xn−1
+ (n− 1)xn+1
)
Θ(1− x), n > 2. (5)
Θ is the unit step funtion and x is a dimensionless radial
variable. For n suiently large, σn(x)'s are almost onstant
and fall o rapidly to 0 lose to x = 1. Figure 2 illustrates
the surfae densities σn(x) and the orresponding rotational
veloities vn(x). The funtional sequene vn(x) attains the
theoretial limit
v∞(x) =
{ √
2
π
(K(x)− E(x)), 0 < x < 1√
2
π
x (K(x−1)− E(x−1)), x > 1 ,
3
The example is simple but unfortunate sine Mestel's disk is in-
ompatible with the mathematial onsisteny of the disk model,
whih was referred to in the appendix A, however, by doing al-
ulations arefully, it an be still onsidered.
whih is unbounded at x = 1. This signalizes that for
large n and lose to x = 1, the rotational veloity an be
muh larger than the Keplerian veloity vK(x) =
√
M(x)/x,
where M(x) is the mass funtion. This simple example il-
lustrates that outside a highly oblate objet, where densi-
ties are already very small or negligible, the rotation urve
may be still non-Keplerian even at distanes from the objet
omparable with its size.
Figure 3 shows another example of a dierentially ro-
tating disk. Its rotation urve resembles qualitatively rota-
tion urves of some spiral galaxies. The rst maximum in
the rotation urve in gure 3(b) reets the ontribution
from a entral bulge, while the seond maximum  from an
exponential disk. The outermost data points on this urve
would inuene mainly the dark matter halo t. If this model
were to represent a real galaxy, the rotation urve ould be
measured only out to x ≈ 1, sine beyond this radius only
3 × 10−6 of the total mass would be present, thus amount
hardly detetable. In eet, the total estimated mass pre-
dited by the ustomary models with dark halos, would be
roughly equal to the Keplerian mass evaluated at the uto
radius  the true mass in this example would be therefore
overestimated by a fator of ≈ 1.7.
It is a well known fat, that external spherially sym-
metri shells of matter do not inuene the motions of stars
on internal orbits, this is also true when the shells of on-
stant density are homoeoids (Binney & Tremaine 1987). In
general, however, the motions of stars are inuened by the
presene of external masses. This bakward reation eet
is partiularly important for disk-like objets. To illustrate
this, onsider an axisymmetri system omposed of a nite
disk oplanar with an external massive ring. Figure 4 shows
the rotational veloity of test bodies around the enter of
the system. In the presene of the external ring the velo-
ities are lower than those estimated based on the internal
masses only. In the ase when the external ring is suiently
lose or massive, suh orbits may be impossible (the same
is true if the internal mass is spherially symmetri). The
presene of external attened shells of matter may help to
explain the very delined parts of rotation urves of some
galaxies. It is evident from gure 4 that the rotation of a
very oblate system an hange muh with radius depending
on the density gradients. In general, rotational veloities are
amplied by negative and attenuated by positive gradients
of the disk surfae density. The gradients are not less impor-
tant for the loal value of the rotational veloity than the
amount of matter.
The elementary fats of disk gravitation disussed
above, indiate that mass models of attened galaxies should
be suiently general in order to take the disk spei eets
into aount. An important information about the mass dis-
tribution enoded in the rotation urve may be simply over-
looked by tting a too muh simplied parametri model, or
by assuming the mass density in a luminous galati subsys-
tem to be proportional to its brightness prole. This in eet
may lead to ompletely dierent qualitative and quantita-
tive preditions for the same galaxy. A typial example of
this situation is provided by the already mentioned galaxy
NGC 4736.
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Figure 2. The solid lines marked by a, b, and , show respetively the elements n = 16, n = 50, and the limit n→∞ of the sequene
of unit mass disks with the surfae mass densities σn dened in equation (5), and the orresponding rotational veloities. The rotational
veloity in the equatorial plane of a ball with the same mass funtion as that of the limiting disk is marked by k.
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Figure 3. a) The surfae mass density of a unit mass disk: σ(x) = 100
51π
(
48e−6400x
2
+ 4e−400x
2/3 + e−100x
2/9
)
+
19
40π
(
2− 17x15 + 15x17
)
Θ(1 − x). b) The orresponding rotation urve (thik line) and its Keplerian asymptote (thin line). ) The
true mass funtion (solid line) and the Keplerian mass funtion alulated from the rotation urve (dotted line). Although there is only
3× 10−6 of the total mass outside the radius x = 1, the rotation urve is still non-Keplerian and the Keplerian mass is almost twie as
big as the true mass. To explain this rotation urve at large radii, one would normally add a massive spherial halo by tting it into the
rising part with the help of the least square method. In this way additional 'missing' mass would be introdued to the system to aount
for its rotation, while in fat this mass is not present at all.
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Figure 4. The inuene of a massive external ring on the value of rotational veloities of test bodies moving on the internal orbits. a)
The surfae mass density of an axisymmetri system omposed of an internal disk oplanar with an external ring; b) the orresponding
rotation urves (and their Keplerian asymptotes) in the situation with (2) and without (1) the external ring; ) the mass funtion. Note,
that in the presene of the external ring the rotational veloities in the viinity of the internal disk are lower than those in the situation
without the ring.
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4 THE CUTOFF ERROR IN THE DISK
MODEL
As follows from equation (3), the mass funtion of a disk-like
system is
M(ρ) =
2
piG
ρ∫
0
dρ˜
P ∞∫
0
v2 (ρ˜ x)H(x) dx

where
H(x) = Θ(1− x)
x
(
K(x)− E(x)
1− x2
)
+Θ(x− 1) E
(
x−1
)
x2 − 1 .
The total mass ontained within radius ρ an be therefore
determined only when a rotation urve is known globally,
whereas the rotation urve of a real galaxy is known only out
to a nite distane from its enter (we all the distane the
uto radius). This is the mathematial reason why the sur-
fae mass density and the mass funtion of a attened galaxy
annot be determined uniquely from the measurements of
its rotation urve only. This situation is drastially dierent
from that for a spherially symmetri system in whih ase
the mass funtion at a given radius is related diretly to the
loal value of rotational veloity: M(r) = r v2(r)/G.
Let R denote the uto radius. The integration in (3)
gets naturally ut o at ρ = R, and for ρ < R we may
approximate (3) by
σR(ρ) =
1
Gpi2
P
 ρ∫
0
v2(χ)
(
K
(
χ
ρ
)
ρ χ
− ρ
χ
E
(
χ
ρ
)
ρ2 − χ2
)
dχ
+
R∫
ρ
v2(χ)
E
(
ρ
χ
)
χ2 − ρ2 dχ
 , ρ < R. (6)
Sine σ(ρ) > σR(ρ), expression (6) gives the surfae den-
sity underestimated with respet to (3) by a uto error
∆σR(ρ) = σ(ρ)− σR(ρ):
∆σR(ρ) =
1
Gpi2
∞∫
R
v2(χ)
E
(
ρ
χ
)
χ2 − ρ2 dχ > 0, ρ < R. (7)
This error is ompletely unknown. With the Toomre integral
(4) ut o at ρ = R the situation is even worse. In this ase
we have for ρ < R
σ˜R(ρ) =
1
pi2G
P
 ρ∫
0
dv2(χ)
dχ
· 1
ρ
K
(
χ
ρ
)
dχ
+
R∫
ρ
dv2(χ)
dχ
· 1
χ
K
(
ρ
χ
)
dχ
 , ρ < R, (8)
thus even the sign of the resulting uto error ∆σ˜R(ρ) =
σ˜(ρ)− σ˜R(ρ) is unknown, where
∆σ˜R(ρ) =
1
Gpi2
∞∫
R
dv2(χ)
dχ
· 1
χ
K
(
ρ
χ
)
dχ, ρ < R, (9)
sine it depends on a weighted slope of the unknown part
of the rotation urve. It should be stressed that although
σ˜(ρ) ≡ σ(ρ), the orresponding ut o integrals are dier-
ent: σR(ρ) 6= σ˜R(ρ), thus also dierent are the uto errors,
∆σR(ρ) 6= ∆σ˜R(ρ).
A uto error of mass determination of the internal disk
of radius R, and orresponding to ∆σ˜R, reads
∆M˜R =
Rv2R
G
· 2
pi
1∫
0
xdx
∞∫
1
dξ
ξ
du2(ξ)
dξ
K
(
x
ξ
)
,
where x = ρ/R, u(x) = v(xR)/vR and vR = v(R).
Let us onsider a theoretial situation of a disk-like
galaxy with a rotation urve known to be almost Keple-
rian outside a uto radius R. One then expets all of the
galaxy massM to be ontained in the disk of radius R. Then
also M ≈ G−1Rv2R and u(x) ≈ 1/
√
x for x > 1. By using
σ˜R(ρ) to estimate the mass distribution in this partiular
situation, we obtain for 0 < x < 1
1
4pi
<
RG
v2R
· |∆σ˜R(ρ)| = E(x)− (1− x
2)K(x)
pi2x2
<
1
pi2
, (10)
thus the resulting total mass is greater by |∆M˜R| = (4/pi −
1)M ∼ 0.27M than the atual mass M . The uto error
|∆σ˜R(ρ)| in (10) grows with the distane from the galati
enter.
This example leads to the following riterion: provided
that most of the disk mas is ontained inside a radius R,
the uto error is insigniant in the region where σ˜R(ρ)
satises the inequality
σ˜R(ρ) >
1
pi2
v2R
RG
. (11)
Otherwise, the approximation (8) is not reliable, and this
ours at larger radii, lose to R. In the same theoretial
situation, the uto error orresponding to the integral (6),
is given for 0 < x < 1 by
RG
v2R
·∆σR(ρ) = 1
pi2
∞∫
1
dξ
ξ
E
(
x
ξ
)
ξ2 − x2 , (12)
hene
1
4pi
< −E(x) ln(1− x
2)
2pi2x2
<
RG
v2R
·∆σR(ρ) < − ln(1− x
2)
4pi x2
,
where the inequalities 1 = E(1) < E(x) < E(x/ξ) < E(0) =
pi/2 for x ∈ (0, 1) and ξ > 1 have been used. The rightmost
expression is divergent as x → 1, but for x < xc ≈ 0.63 it
is still less than pi−2, thus ∆σR(ρ) and |∆σ˜R(ρ)| are ompa-
rable for ρ < 0.63R. In general, however, nothing is known
about the mass distribution beyond R, therefore the uto
error an not be even roughly estimated  for if, e.g., outside
a uto radius R there existed a ring of dark matter on-
entri with the disk, like in gure 4, then the error ould
be arbitrarily large depending on the undetetable annulus'
mass.
In gure 5 ompared are dierent approximations of
the surfae mass density obtained with the help of various
methods, for the rotation urve of a model disk with a known
mass distribution. To illustrate the inuene of the spatial
extension of the rotation urve measurements on the au-
ray of the reonstrution of the mass distribution, in gure
6 presented is a similar analysis for various samples of the
same model rotation urve that was ut o at dierent radii.
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Figure 5. a) The rotation urve (and its Keplerian asymptote) of a disk with the surfae mass density σ(ρ) =
4
π
(
e−4ρ
2
+ 1
12
e−ρ
2/12 + 1
48
e−ρ
2/144
)
. b) The surfae mass density reonstruted with the help of dierent methods from the disk's
rotation urve ut o at R = 30: o  the exat prole, sf  the one alulated from equation (8), r  from equation (6), x  the sf
surfae density orreted for the ontribution from the Keplerian tail aording to equation (10), sm  the surfae density obtained from
a spetral representation of the rotation urve (the internal mass was underestimated by 12%)  the surfae mass density was alulated
in this ase from equation (B4). The horizontal line represents the ritial value of the surfae mass density dened in equation (11),
the absissa of the vertial line is ≈ 0.63R, whih is the radius, to whih sf and r may be onsidered omparable. ) The orresponding
mass funtions.
As follows from the resulting mass funtions, the uto error
an be relatively large even in a distant empty region, where
the rotation urve is not yet Keplerian, that is, when the ut-
o error an not be estimated yet and taken into aount.
For example, in the surfae density diagram in gure 5, the
line representing σ˜R(ρ) orreted for the uto error (10),
does not overlap with the exat value of the surfae density.
Even though 99, 9% of the total mass is onentrated in the
disk of radius R = 30, the rotation urve is still not Keple-
rian outside this radius. At this radius equation (8) overes-
timates the true mass by 33%, whereas another estimation
based on the spetral approximation given in appendix B
underestimates the true mass by 12% only.
5 MASSTOLIGHT RATIO AND THE
RESULTS FOR NGC 5457
The mass distribution of the luminous matter in dier-
ent galaxy subsystems is ustomarily assumed to be pro-
portional to the orresponding loal brightness via on-
stant mass-to-light ratios (frequently the blue band is ho-
sen). This arbitrary assumption ignores the dynamial in-
formation about the mass distribution enoded in the non-
monotoni features of rotation urves. This in turn, may
result in wrong distribution of matter among various gala-
ti omponents. Espeially important are the distant regions
where a massive spherial hallo is always assumed, whereas
in some ases a disk omponent of baryoni matter may
be still more pronouned. The best illustration of this is
again the galaxy NGC 4736 (Jaªoha at al. 2008). There-
fore, it seems better not to orrelate theM/L ratio with the
mass distribution and derive it as a point-dependent fun-
tion from the surfae density determined in another way.
Then one would be able to trae the presene of dierent
star populations as well as the dark matter distribution.
NGC 5457 (Hubble type S I) is one of the largest
nearby spiral galaxies, thus also well studied (Bosma at al.
1981). The behavior of the loal M/L ratio for this galaxy
inferred from the Ks band diers from that in the B band,
.f. gure 7d.
4,5
The reonstrution of the surfae mass den-
sity strongly depends on the hosen luminosity band  in the
most part of NGC 5457, the loalM/L ratio alulated from
the B band is signiantly greater than that from the Ks
band. What's more, low-mass, lower temperature stars make
up the most of galati disk. Therefore, the globalM/L ratio
in the infrared band, like I, K, i, et, is the best indiator of
the presene of dark matter in spiral galaxies, withM/L < 2
being typial for normal stars.
Although the galaxy NGC 5457 is very large, its rota-
tion urve has been determined only out to 14 kp (NGC
5457 has an asymmetri Doppler image). The rotation urve
breaks the spheriity ondition (1), .f. gure 7, thus, for the
reasons disussed in the previous setions, we use the global
disk model. To obtain the global mass distribution in this
galaxy we applied the method presented in (Jaªoha at al.
2008) that ombines through iterations the measured ro-
tation urve together with gas measurements far from the
galati enter. The method gives a self-onsistent global
mass distribution in the disk. Self-onsisteny means that a)
the rotation urve alulated from the global surfae mass
density with the help of integral (2) overlaps with the mea-
sured rotation urve, b) the alulated global surfae mass
density outside the uto radius overlaps with the amount of
hydrogen and helium visible in the outer parts of this galaxy
4
These results were reported in part at the XLVII Craow Shool
of Theoretial Physis in Zakopane (Jaªoha at al. 2007).
5
The measurement data for NGC 5457 were taken from: the HI
surfae density & the LB luminosity prole (Braun 1997), the
galaxy distane (Jarrett), the H2 surfae density (Young 1991),
and the rotation urve (Sofue, www page).
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Figure 6. The analysis of disk mass distributions whih are superpositions of: three gauss proles disussed in gure 5 (upper plots), and
of two exponential proles (lower plots). The analysis illustrates the inuene of the uto radius on the auray of reonstrution of the
original mass distribution. The surfae densities were alulated with the help of integral (6) (the lines marked by primed letters) and with
the help of the spetral representation (B4) of the rotation urves (the lines without primes). a) Various piees of the orresponding exat
rotation urves obtained by utting o external parts at dierent radii (the urves are shown in normalized variables (x, u) explained in
the text). b) The reonstruted surfae mass densities and the original density (denoted by 'o'). ) The orresponding mass funtions,
and the exat asymptotially unit mass funtion.
and ) the alulated global rotation urve and global sur-
fae density are mutual transforms of eah other aording
to integrals (2) and (3).
The global harateristis of the analysis for NGC 5457
are given in table 1. In ombination with the observed lo-
al brightness λ, the determined surfae density σ yields the
orresponding loal mass-to-light ratio prole σ/λ. In the
KS band, σ/λ inreases near the disk edge, .f. gure 7.
A similar inrease was observed by Sofue for several other
galaxies (Takamiya & Sofue 2000). This rise would seem at
rst as the signature of the presene of dark matter in the
outer part of the galaxy. Indeed, if stars were to omprise
the whole baryoni mass of the galaxy, the σ/λ ratio would
be always that of stars, even in the limit λ→ 0. This is not
the ase for NGC 5457, however. The inrease of the loal
mass-to-light ratio in this galaxy is aused by the presene of
large amounts of hydrogen beyond the stellar disk. If there
is some gas, eg. hydrogen and helium, then the loal mass
tolight ratio prole (σstars + σH,He)/λ diverges as λ → 0.
But the gas ontribution should be subtrated as it is nonlu-
minous in the visible and infrared bands. As is seen in gure
7, after subtration of the hydrogen and primordial helium
ontribution, the loal masstolight ratio prole stops to
inrease at the disk edge. Also in the B band the ratio has
dereased. This fat, together with the low masstolight ra-
tio in the Ks band, shows that the CDM halo is not needed
to aount for this galaxy's rotation. Furthermore, the fat
of breaking the spheriity ondition, pratially exludes a
massive and spherial halo of CDM in NGC 5457.
6 CONCLUDING REMARKS
For the auray of determination of the mass distribution
and its features in the disk omponent, loal non-monotoni
properties of rotation urves are important. They are not
less important than the value of the rotational veloity. In
partiular, a loal inrease in the veloity eld may be aused
simply by a loal derease of matter density in the disk om-
ponent and not by the inrease of density in the spherial
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Figure 7. The results for spiral galaxy NGC 5457 (M101) obtained in the thin disk model with the use of the iterative method developed
in (Jaªoha at al. 2008). a) the rotation urve alulated from equation (2) for a surfae mass density marked by σ in gure b); b) the
global surfae mass density found by applying the iteration method, the hydrogen surfae densities for HI, H2, and the surfae luminosity
proles (λ) (K and B bands); ) the Keplerian mass funtion (11) for the observed part of rotation urve of NGC 5457; d) the mass-to-
luminosity ratio prole (σ/λ) in Ks lter for total surfae density and with hydrogen HI, H2 and helium subtrated (sine they are not
seen in the Ks band); e) omparison of loal mass-to-luminosity proles (σ/λ) in B and Ks bands (hydrogen and helium subtrated);
f) the mass-to-luminosity ratio prole in B lter for the total surfae density and the other one with hydrogen HI, H2 and helium
subtrated
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MTOT 1.13 × 1011M⊙
MHI 1.5× 1010M⊙
MH2 3.4× 109M⊙
LKS 7.45× 1010L⊙
LB 2.49× 1010L⊙
MTOT /LKS 1.52
MTOT /LB 4.54
MSTAR/LKS 1.27
MSTAR/LB 3.8
Table 1. The other results for NGC 5457. MKS⊙ = 3.45, MSTAR = MTOT −
4
3
(
MHI +MH2
)
, D = 7.2Mpc, inlination 18deg
omponent of a galaxy. The important information about
mass distribution arried by rotation urves may be simply
overlooked if one assumes that the loal mass distribution is
proportional to the loal brightness. In some ases the dark
matter halo is introdued simply beause the amount of lu-
minous matter with the onstant mass-to-light ratio found
by the least square tting method, annot aount for the
rotation at large radii. The example of the spiral galaxy
NGC 4736 disussed in (Jaªoha at al. 2008) very well illus-
trates this observation. This shows also that determination
of mass distribution in spiral galaxies is model dependent.
For more reliable preditions it is thus important to have a
generi model, more exible and general than the paramet-
ri models with smooth proles and onstant mass-to-light
ratios. It seems that the global thin disk model provides suh
a generi model, at least for attened galaxies with rotation
urves breaking at large radii the spheriity ondition.
Due to observational uto in rotation data, the sur-
fae mass density reonstrution in the galati disk (and
onsequently in the whole galaxy), is subjet to high un-
ertainties, whih inrease with the distane from the en-
ter. Only in partiular situations of rotation urves with al-
most Keplerian tails, the uto errors an be eliminated and
taken into aount. The observationally determined part of
a given rotation urve may be explained by various inter-
nal disk mass distributions depending on how the rotation
law has been extrapolated beyond the uto radius. This
unertainty an be removed if additional onstraints on the
mass distribution in the outer parts, not overed with rota-
tion measurements, are taken into aount. In this respet
the hydrogen distribution in the outer regions an be used.
We have established for galaxies NGC4736 and NGC5457
that the observed amount of baryoni matter aounts for
rotation of these galaxies in the approximation of the global
disk model.
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APPENDIX A: BASIC EQUATIONS OF THE
AXISYMMETRIC THIN DISK MODEL
We assume an axisymmetri mass distribution over an in-
nitely thin disk. The ylindrial oordinates (ρ, φ, z) are
hosen suh that the disk overlaps with the z = 0 plane.
Gravitational potential Φ is z-symmetri, hene it sues
to onsider the half spae z > 0. In this region the omplete
funtion spae of axisymmetri, everywhere bounded and
vanishing at innity funtions is spanned by the base solu-
tions J0(ωρ/L)e
−ωz/L
of the Laplae equation, with ω > 0
and L being a length sale. Linearity implies that the most
general solution in this funtion spae an be represented as
a superposition
Φ(ρ, z) = −2piv2L
∞∫
0
σˆ(ω)J0
(
ω
ρ
L
)
exp
(
−ω z
L
)
dω, (A1)
vL is a veloity sale, and the spetral amplitude σˆ is dimen-
sionless. A dimensionless distane x and a veloity funtion
u(x) are dened by
x =
ρ
L
, u(x) =
v(Lx)
vL
.
The disontinuity of ∂zΦ at z = 0 is interpreted as an in-
nitely thin layer of mass spread over the disk's plane with
the surfae mass density
σ(ρ) =
1
2piG
∂zΦ|z=0,
hene
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σ(ρ) =
v2L
GL
·
∞∫
0
ωσˆ(ω)J0
(
ω
ρ
L
)
dω. (A2)
Note, that σˆ(ω) is the spetral amplitude of σ(ρ) (the inverse
Hankel transform)
σˆ(ω) =
GL
v2L
∞∫
0
xσ(Lx)J0(ωx)dx. (A3)
The ondition for oplanar, irular and onentri orbits in
the z = 0 plane reads v2(ρ) = ρ ∂ρΦ(ρ, 0) for all ρ. Hene,
having formally dierentiated (A1), one gets for z = 0
u2(x) = 2pix
∞∫
0
ωσˆ(ω)J1(ωx)dω, (A4)
and the resulting inverse relation
σˆ(ω) =
1
2pi
∞∫
0
u2(x)J1(ωx)dx. (A5)
On substituting (A5) to (A2), integrating by parts, provided
that v(ρ) is dierentiable, that v2(ρ) → 0 as ρ → 0, that
v2(ρ)/
√
ρ → 0 as ρ → ∞,6 and using the upper integral in
footnote
7
, we arrive at the Toomre integral
σ(ρ) =
1
pi2G
P
 ρ∫
0
dv2(χ)
dχ
· 1
ρ
K
(
χ
ρ
)
dχ
+
∞∫
ρ
dv2(χ)
dχ
· 1
χ
K
(
ρ
χ
)
dχ
 . (A6)
The integral should be understood in the prinipal value
sense (the symbol P indiates this kind of integration), thus
the singularity of the ellipti funtion K(y) at y = 1 does
not ontribute. The equivalent form of the Toomre integral
(with the same assumptions about v(ρ) as above) reads
σ(ρ) =
1
pi2G
P
 ρ∫
0
v2(χ)
(
K
(
χ
ρ
)
ρ χ
− ρ
χ
E
(
χ
ρ
)
ρ2 − χ2
)
dχ
+
∞∫
ρ
v2(χ)
E
(
ρ
χ
)
χ2 − ρ2 dχ
 . (A7)
6
These assumptions assure at the same time the existene of
integral (A5) and the suitable boundary onditions required for
the equivalene of integrals (A6) and (A7) (at rotation urves
are inompatible with these onditions). To assure at the same
time mutual invertibility of integrals (A4) and (A5) one needs a
stronger ondition that lim
ρ→∞
√
ρ v2(ρ)→ 0.
7
∞∫
0
dωJ0(ωx)J0(ωξ) =
{
2
πξ
K
(
x
ξ
)
, 0 < x < ξ
2
πx
K
(
ξ
x
)
, 0 < ξ < x
∞∫
0
dωJ1(ωξ)J1(ωx) =
{
2
πξ
(
K
(
ξ
x
)
− E
(
ξ
x
))
, 0 < ξ < x
2
πx
(
K
(
x
ξ
)
− E
(
x
ξ
))
, 0 < x < ξ,
f. (Ryzhik & Gradstein 1951).
The integrand has an ordinary pole
v2(ρ)
2ρ(χ−ρ)
at χ = ρ, whih
is easily integrable numerially and dominates the singu-
larity of the ellipti funtion K. The above equation an be
derived analogously like the Toomre integral, however it an
be also proved by integration by parts the integral (A6) (in
order to use the relevant theorems of integral alulus, the
integral (A6) should be rst rewritten as
∫ x−ǫ
0
+
∫
∞
x+ǫ
, then
integrated by parts, and nally the limit ε → 0 should be
taken).
The inverse of integral (A7) reads
v2(ρ)
4Gρ
= P
 ρ∫
0
σ(χ)
χE
(
χ
ρ
)
ρ2 − χ2 dχ
−
∞∫
ρ
σ(χ)
(
χ2E
(
ρ
χ
)
ρ (χ2 − ρ2) −
K
(
ρ
χ
)
ρ
)
dχ
 . (A8)
Indeed, by substituting (A3) in (A4) one gets
u2(x)
x
= 2pi
∞∫
0
J1(ωx)dω
GL
v2L
·
∞∫
0
σ(Ly)∂y (yJ1(ωy)) dy

where the identity ω−1∂y (yJ1(ωy)) = yJ0(ωy) has been
used. Next, on integrating by parts, with the assumption
that ρ2σ(ρ) → 0 as ρ → 0 and √ρσ(ρ) → 0 as ρ → ∞, we
obtain
u2(x)
x
=
GL
v2L
−2pi ∞∫
0
ξdξ∂ξσ(Lξ)
∞∫
0
J1(ωξ)J1(ωx)dω
 .
The rightmost integral is given in footnote
7
. On integrating
by parts again, with the same assumptions about the limit-
ing behavior of σ(ρ) as before, one arrives at the nal result
(A8). When doing these alulations, the same integration
splitting and taking the limit, as in the derivation of (A7),
applies.
A simple analyti example using the above formulas and
illustrating the equivalene of (A6) and (A7) was given in
setion 3.1.1.
APPENDIX B: A DISCRETE SPECTRAL
REPRESENTATION
For the observational reasons, a rotation urve v(ρ) of a
galaxy is known only for radii ρ ∈ (0, R), R is the data
uto radius. Let's dene x = ρ/R, u(x) = v(Rx)/vR with
vR ≡ v(R). The funtion u2(x)/x is thus dened on the unit
interval x ∈ (0, 1) and u(1) = 1. Under some assumptions
the funtion u2(x)/x an be represented in this interval as
a series of a omplete set of orthogonal funtions on this
interval. Although we may hoose any omplete set of fun-
tions satisfying the appropriate boundary onditions on this
interval, best suited for the disk symmetry are ylindrial
funtions. If u2(x)/
√
x is integrable in the interval x ∈ (0, 1)
then u2(x)/x an be represented in this interval as a se-
ries of Bessel funtions (Lebiediev 1953). To onform with
the more general integral representation (A4) we hoose the
Bessel funtion of the rst order, then
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u2(x)
x
=
∑
k
σˇk J1 (ωk x) , 0 < x < 1, J0(ωk) = 0. (B1)
The summation is taken over all positive zeros ωk of the
Bessel funtion of the zeroth order J0(x). On multiplying
both sides by xJ1(ωm x) and integrating over x ∈ (0, 1) one
gets
σˇk =
ωk
J1(ωk)
µk, µk =
2
ωk
1∫
0
u2(x)
J1(ωk x)
J1(ωk)
dx. (B2)
The ountable set of σˇk's sues to desribe v(ρ) ompletely
only for ρ < R. However, this information is insuient to
obtain the ontinuous spetrum σˆ(ω) of the true global σ(ρ),
thus even for ρ < R one is unable to determine σ(ρ) from
the observed part of rotation urve. This an be done only
approximately. For example, assuming that v(ρ) = 0 for
ρ > R, we obtain from (A5)
σˆ(ω) =
1
2pi
∑
k
σˇk
ωJ0(ω)J1(ωk)
ω2k − ω2
.
Sine J0(ω) ≈ J1(ωk)(ωk − ω) when ω ≈ ωk, the spetrum
is ontinuous. Another extension of v(ρ) beyond R arises
by assuming that expansion (B1) is formally valid also for
ρ > R, then we obtain from (A5) a disrete spetrum
σˆ(ω) =
1
2pi
∑
k
σˇk
δ(ω − ωk)
ω
. (B3)
It should be lear, that in a similar way, one an onstrut
from the σˇk's set, innitely many other spetra σˆ(ω). They
will orrespond to dierent global surfae densities giving
the same rotation law for ρ < R and dierent for ρ > R. In
partiular, this is the ase for the global surfae mass den-
sities obtained by taking the inverse transform of the above
two spetra.
8
However, the loser to the galati enter the
less the two mass distributions dier from eah other. In-
deed, the error of determining σ, whih is alulated from
equation (9) in the limit of small radii, reads
lim
ρ→0
∆σ˜R(ρ) =
v2R
RG
· 1
2pi
∞∫
1
dξ
u2(ξ)− 1
ξ2
, u(1) = 1,
thus should be muh smaller than the harateristi density
sale v2R/(RG) (as was shown in setion 4 it is about 8% of
the sale for Keplerian fallo), while the entral density is
usually muh greater than this sale.
With this σˆ(ω) we obtain from (A2) the following series
8
The fat that a funtion dened on the whole real axis, when
restrited to a nite interval an be represented by many disrete
and ontinuum spetra, should not astonish. To give a simple
example, onsider a funtion suh that f(x) = sinx for x ∈ (0, pi)
and f(x) = 0 elsewhere. Then
fˆ(ω) =
1 + e−iπω
2pi(1 − ω2) and fˆ(ω) =
1
i
δ(ω2 − 1)
are distint spetral representations of this funtion on the inter-
val (0, pi), that is, the inverse transform
∫ +∞
−∞
fˆ(ω)eiωxdω on-
verges to sin(x) in this interval for both the spetra. Note, how-
ever, that outside the interval the integral onverges to dierent
funtions.
Σ(ρ) =
v2R
GR
· 1
2pi
∑
k
σˇkJ0 (ωkx) , x =
ρ
R
< 1, (B4)
where σˇk's have been alulated with the help of (B2). Let
ρ1 > 0 be the smallest radius at whih Σ(ρ) beomes nega-
tive. By denition one sets in this approximation of the true
σ(ρ) that σ(ρ) ≈ σA(ρ) where σA(ρ) = 0 for ρ > min(ρ1, R),
and σA(ρ) = Σ(ρ) for 0 < ρ < min(ρ1, R). Then lose to the
enter, the integral (A8) with σ(ρ) = σA(ρ), quite well ap-
proximates the original rotation urve that was ut o at R
(.f. setion 4 for more details).
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